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1. Introduction
This document is the reference guide of the language used by Imagin Raytracer to describe the
scenes.
A text file which contains the scene description is analyzed by the renderer to produce a video
or a synthesis image.

2. Files importation
The items of the scene can be scattered in many files.
It is possible to import other scene files with the #import directive. It is useful for including
items which are common for many scenes, like object templates or colors declarations.
The usage is to use .img extension for scene files and .i extension for included files.
You can use absolute or relative path for file names. If no path is specified, Imagin researches
the files in the current directory first, and after in the included directories. Included directories
are specified with –I command line option or are listed in the IMAGIN_PATH environment
variable.
SYNTAX
#import filename
EXAMPLE
#import "/home/imagin/shapes/myshape.i"
#import "../rocket.i"
#import "colors.i"

3. Comments
Comments in the scene file are useful to add descriptions in human language. They have no
effect.
SYNTAX
/* multi line comment */
// mono line comment
The syntax of comments is the same as the C++ and Java programming language, but nested
comments are not allowed.
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EXAMPLE
/* multi
line
comment
*/
// mono line comment
#import "colors.i" // importation of the colors declarations

4. Prints
For a debugging purpose, it’s possible to print numerical or text values on terminal with the
print command.
SYNTAX
PRINT:
print VALUE
| print STRING
STRING:
"[^"]*"

(note : see “Mathematical expressions” chapter)

(note : the regular expression of a text string)

EXAMPLE
print "test"
print 0
print x

5. Variables
Variable is an identifier, usually a letter or a word that is linked to a numerical value or a
mathematical expression which can be evaluated. The identifier of a variable is case sensitive,
i.e. the variable named "Q" is not the variable named "q".
They are of 2 types : scalar or array.
•
•

A scalar variable stores a single value. Its affectation is done in the declaration.
An array variable stores multiple values ant it must be declared before its affectation.

There is a unique data type for all variables : real numbers with a value between -1.7*10
308
1.7*10 .

-308

and

When a variable is used in Boolean operations, its value is considered true when different of
zero, and false when zero. When a variable is an array index of another variable, its integer part
is used.
These identifiers are reserved by the language and cannot be used :
•
•

pi : the π constant.
clock : the time variable, used for animations.

SYNTAX
VARIABLE:
SCALAR_VARIABLE
| ARRAY_VARIABLE
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SCALAR_VARIABLE:
IDENTIFIER
ARRAY_VARIABLE:
IDENTIFIER [ INDEX ]
SCALAR_VARIABLE_AFFECTATION:
IDENTIFIER = VALUE (note : see “Mathematical expressions” chapter)
ARRAY_VARIABLE_DECLARATION:
declare IDENTIFIER [ SIZE ]
ARRAY_VARIABLE_AFFECTATION:
IDENTIFIER[ INDEX ] = VALUE
SIZE:
VALUE
INDEX:
VALUE
IDENTIFIER:
[_a-zA-Z][_a-zA-Z0-9]* (note : this is the classical regular expression of a variable
name)
EXAMPLE
teta = 0 // scalar variable declaration and affectation
declare v[2]

// array declaration

// array affectation
v[0] = 1
v[1] = 2
// print the values on the terminal
print teta
print v[0]
print v[1]

6. Mathematical expressions
Each value within the scene script can be a constant numerical value or the evaluation of a
mathematical expression including variables, functions and condition tests.
A condition is also a mathematical expression. If an expression equals 0, it is considered false,
else it is considered true.
SYNTAX
VALUE:
EXPRESSION
CONDITION:
EXPRESSION
EXPRESSION:
TERM
| ( EXPRESSION )
| UNARY_OPERATOR EXPRESSION
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| EXPRESSION BINARY_OPERATOR EXPRESSION
| EXPRESSION ? EXPRESSION : EXPRESSION
(note : this is a ternary operator : if first
operand not equal 0, then the value is
the second operator, else the third)
TERM:
| NUMERICAL_CONSTANT
| VARIABLE
| ONE_OPERAND_FUNCTION ( EXPRESSION )
| TWO_OPERANDS_FUNCTION ( EXPRESSION , EXPRESSION )
UNARY_OPERATOR:
+
| | !
(note : the logical not operator : if the following expression = 0, then 1 else 0)
BINARY_OPERATOR:
| +
| | *
| /
| ^
(note : power operator (like the pow() function)
| %
(note : modulo operator (like the mod() function)
| <
(note : logical lower operator : if the first expression is lower than the second then 1
else 0)
| >
(note : logical greater operator : if the first expression is greater than the second then 1
else 0)
| <= (note : logical lower or equal operator : if the first expression is lower or equal than the
second then 1 else 0)
| >= (note : logical greater or equal operator : if the first expression is greater or equal than
the second then 1 else 0)
| != (note : logical not equal operator : if the first expression not equals the second then 1
else 0)
| =
(note : logical equal operator : if both expressions are equals then 1 else 0)
| &
(note : logical and operator : if both expressions not equal 0 then 1 else 0)
| |
(note : logical inclusive or operator : if the first expression or the second is not equal 0
then 1 else 0)
NUMERICAL_CONSTANT:
([+-]?[0-9]+[.])?[0-9]+([eE][-+]?[0-9]*[.]?[0-9]+)? (note : this is the
classical regular
expression of a
numerical value)
ONE_OPERAND_FUNCTION:
sin
| cos
| tan
| asin
(note : arcsine function with an angle in degrees)
| acos
(note : arccosine function with an angle in degrees)
| atan
(note : arctangent function with an angle in degrees)
| sind
(note : sine function with an angle in degrees)
| cosd
(note : cosine function with an angle in degrees)
| tand
(note : tangent function with an angle in degrees)
| asind
(note : arcsine function with result in degrees)
| acosd
(note : arccosine function with result in degrees)
| atand
(note : arctangent function with result in degrees)
| sinh
(note : hyperbolic sine function)
| cosh
(note : hyperbolic cosine function)
| tanh
(note : hyperbolic tangent function)
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

exp
log
log10
sqrt
ceil
floor
abs
deg2rad
rad2deg
rnd
irnd

(note : exponential function)

(note : square root function)
(note : the smallest integer value not less than the operand)
(note : largest integer value not greater than the operand)
(note : absolute function)
(note : degrees to radians function)
(note : radians to degrees function)
(note : a random number between 0 and the operand value)
(note : a random integer number between 0 and the operand value)

TWO_OPERANDS_FUNCTION:
max
(note : the maximal value of both operands)
| min
(note : the minimal value of both operands)
| atan2
(note : the arctangent of (second operand / first operand), using the signs of both
arguments to determine the quadrant)
| pow
(note : power function like ^ operator)
| mod
(note : modulo function like % operator)
EXAMPLE
x = 10
x = -0.8
x = +1
x = 1.2e+5
x = -0.2E-5
x = 0.25e-1.2
y
y
y
y
y
y

=
=
=
=
=
=

-x
x+y-2
x+(y/2)
(x+y)/2
(x*cosd(45))/sqrt(x^2+y^2)
x >= 1.0 ? x : -x

z = max(x, y)
z = (clock > 2) & (clock < 5)

7. Control structures
7.1 Loops
The purpose of the loops is to repeat several times a part of the script. There are 2 types of
loops :
•

•

The “for” loop : a variable index is set to an initial value and is incremented or
decremented of a step value at each pass. The loop terminates when the index reaches
its final value. At each pass, the script within the loop is executed. There is at least one
pass.
The “do while” loop : the script within the loop is executed while a condition is true
(different of zero) and at least once time. The user must manage the condition value.

SYNTAX
LOOP:
FOR
| DO_WHILE
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FOR:
for ( SCALAR_VARIABLE, BEGIN, END, STEP )
{
part of the script executed several times
}
BEGIN:
VALUE
END:
VALUE
STEP:
VALUE
DO_WHILE:
do
{
part of the script executed several times
}
while ( CONDITION )
EXAMPLE
// for loop with a positive step
for (x, -10, 10, 1)
{
print x
}
// for loop with a negative step
for (x, 10, -10, -1.5)
{
print x
}
// do while loop
x = -2
do
{
x = x+0.5
print x
}
while (x < 2)

7.2 Condition tests
The purpose of a condition test is to execute a part of the script only if a condition is true or to
execute another part else.
SYNTAX
CONDITION_TEST:
IF_TEST
| IF_ELSE_TEST
IF_TEST:
if ( CONDITION )
{
part of the script executed if condition is true
}
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IF_ELSE_TEST:
if ( CONDITION )
{
part of the script executed if condition is true
}
else
{
part of the script executed if condition is false
}
EXAMPLE
if ((x > 1.0) & (x < 2.0))
{
// script executed if test is true
}
if (sin(teta) > 0)
{
// script executed if test is true
}
if ((x > 1.0) | (x < -1))
{
// script executed if test is true
}
else
{
// script executed if test is false
}

8. Coordinates system, vectors
The scene is described in a Cartesian coordinate system with 3 dimensions. The coordinates of
the scene’s items are represented with vectors of 3 components x, y and z.

SYNTAX
VECTOR:
LITERAL_VECTOR
| PREDIFINED_VECTOR
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LITERAL_VECTOR:
[ X, Y, Z ]
X:
VALUE
Y:
VALUE
Z:
VALUE
PREDIFINED_VECTOR:
Ox
(note : predefined [1, 0, 0] vector)
| Oy
(note : predefined [0, 1, 0] vector)
| Oz
(note : predefined [0, 0, 1] vector)
| -Ox
(note : predefined [-1, 0, 0] vector)
| -Oy
(note : predefined [0, -1, 0] vector)
| -Oz
(note : predefined [0, 0, -1] vector)
| O
(note : predefined [0, 0, 0] vector)
The predefined vectors are to simplify the writing of commonly used vectors.
EXAMPLE
[r*cos(teta), r*sin(teta), 0]
[1.5, 1, -1]

9. Camera
Camera is an item of the scene that is used to visualize it, but it hasn’t interaction with the
others items. It is not a visible object. The rendered image or video is like a picture or a film
taken with this camera.
Like a real camera, the camera has optical properties :
•
•
•
•
•

Lens type : standard lens for a perspective projection, fisheye and full-fisheye lens.
Focal length
Lens diameter
Aperture
Focus

The angle of view depends on the type of the lens :
•
•
•

Standard lens : the angle of view is determined by the focal length and the lens
diameter.
Full-fisheye lens : the angle of view is 180°. The picture is circular.
Fisheye : the angle of view is 180° from corner to corner, on the diagonal of the picture.
The horizontal and vertical angles of view are smaller than 180°.

The depth of field depends on the focal length and the lens aperture, but instead of a real
camera, these parameters don’t determine the amount of light passing through the lens.
By default, the aperture is infinite (there’s no depth of field effect) and the focus is equal to the
distance of the “look at” point.
The camera is also defined by its position, the point to which it looks, and a roll angle.
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SYNTAX
CAMERA:
camera
{
LOCATION, LOOK_AT [, CAMERA_OPTIONS…]
}
LOCATION:
VECTOR
LOOK_AT:
VECTOR
CAMERA_OPTION:
FOCAL
| DIAMETER
| APERTURE
| FOCUS
| ROLL
| PROJECTION
FOCAL:
focal VALUE

(note : default value 0.05)

DIAMETER:
diameter VALUE

(note : default value 0.036)

APERTURE:
aperture VALUE

(note : default value 0)
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FOCUS:
focus VALUE

(note : default value the distance of the look at point)

ROLL:
roll VALUE

(note : default value 0)

PROJECTION:
projection PROJECTION_TYPE
PROJECTION_TYPE:
perspective
| fisheye
| fullfisheye

(note : the default value)

EXAMPLE
camera
{
[0, -4, 1.6], [0, 0, 1],
focal 0.015,
diameter 0.036
}
// camera with a fisheye lens
camera
{
[0, 0, 0], Oy,
aperture 1,
focus 0.5,
projection fisheye,
roll 15
}

10. Colors
Imagin Raytracer manages colors in RGB model. Colors are represented with 3 components
red, green and blue with values range from 0 to 1.
The encoding of colors in the rendered image depends on the file format. The
formats are BMP 24 bpp (bits per pixel), PNG 24 bpp and PNG 48 bpp.

supported

It's possible to declare aliases for predefined color. The file "colors.i" contains hundreds of
predefined colors.
SYNTAX
COLOR:
LITERAL_COLOR
| DECLARED_COLOR
LITERAL_COLOR:
( RED, GREEN, BLUE )
DECLARED_COLOR:
color IDENTIFIER
RED:
VALUE
GREEN:
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VALUE
BLUE:
VALUE
COLOR_DECLARATION:
declare IDENTIFIER color COLOR
EXAMPLE
declare Ivory color (1, 1, 0.94) // declare Ivory color
declare MyColor color Ivory // create a new alias for Ivory color
background { (1, 1, 1) } // add a background with a literal color
background { color Ivory } // add a background with a predefined color

11. Maps
Map is a one dimensional function defined in the interval [0;1] that associates the value of a
characteristic for each value of a parameter in this interval.
To define the function, there’s a set of values of the characteristic positioned in the interval. At
these positions, the value of the map is the value of the characteristic. For values of the
parameter between these defined positions, the value of the characteristic is calculated by
interpolation.
The interpolation is of three types : linear, cosine or cubic.

11.1 Color maps
A color map is a map of colors. It’s used in object’s textures and scene’s background for
creating color gradients for example.
It is composed by a set of colors which have a defined position in the interval [0;1].
Below some examples of color maps :
•

A unique color :

•

Two colors with a linear interpolation :
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•

Three colors with a linear interpolation :

•

Three colors with a cosine interpolation :

•

Four colors with two colors at the same position :

•

Six colors for a unique colored strip :
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•

Gradient with a linear interpolation : the color is constant between the two grey points
and increases or decreases steadily between grey and black points

•

Gradient with a cosine interpolation : the color is constant between the two grey points
and increases or decreases with a cosine shape between grey and black points.

•

Gradient with a cubic interpolation : the color is not constant between the two grey
points and is whiter than the specified color.

SYNTAX
COLOR_MAP:
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colormap
{
items
{
COLOR_MAP_ITEM [, COLOR_MAP_ITEMS…]
}
[, COLOR_MAP_OPTIONS…]
}
COLOR_MAP_ITEM:
[ COLOR_MAP_POSITION, COLOR ]
COLOR_MAP_POSITION:
VALUE
(note : in interval [0;1])
COLOR_MAP_OPTION:
INTERPOLATION
INTERPOLATION:
interpolation INTERPOLATION_TYPE
INTERPOLATION_TYPE:
linear
(note : the default value)
| cosine
| cubic
EXAMPLE
colormap
{
items
{
[0, (1, 1, 0)]
}
}
colormap
{
items
{
[0, color Yellow],
[1, color Red]
},
interpolation linear
}
colormap
{
items
{
[0.32, color Black],
[0.33, color Red],
[0.34, color Black],
[0.65, color Black],
[0.66, color Blue],
[0.67, color Black]
},
interpolation cosine
}
colormap
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{
items
{
[0, Black],
[0.2, Grey50],
[0.8, Grey50],
[1, Black]
},
Interpolation cubic
}

11.2 Height maps
A height map is a map of heights. It’s used in bumps mapping feature to give appearance of a
bumped outline for objects.
It is composed by a set of values representing an elevation which have a defined position in the
interval [0;1].
•

Height map with four points and a linear interpolation :

•

Height map with four points and a cosine interpolation : between two points of same
values, the value remains constant.

•

Height map with four points and a cubic interpolation : between two points of same
values, the value isn’t constant. The shape is defined by four points.

SYNTAX
HEIGHT_MAP:
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heightmap
{
items
{
HEIGHT_MAP_ITEM [, HEIGHT_MAP_ITEMS…]
}
[, HEIGHT_MAP_OPTIONS…]
}
HEIGHT_MAP_ITEM:
[ HEIGHT_MAP_POSITION, HEIGHT ]
HEIGHT_MAP_POSITION:
VALUE
(note : in interval [0;1])
HEIGHT:
VALUE
HEIGHT_MAP_OPTION:
INTERPOLATION
INTERPOLATION:
interpolation INTERPOLATION_TYPE
INTERPOLATION_TYPE:
linear
(note : the default value)
| cosine
| cubic
EXAMPLE
heightmap
{
items
{
[0, 0]
}
}
heightmap
{
items
{
[0,
0],
[0.5, 0.01],
[1,
0]
},
interpolation cosine
}

12. Perlin noise
Perlin noise, a concept invented by Ken Perlin, professor of computer science, is a
mathematical function that simulates a pseudo random noise. It is used for example with
textures and bumps mapping to obtain a more natural effect.
The Perlin noise function is the addition of several elementary periodic functions, each with
twice the frequency and half the amplitude than the previous.
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Elementary functions interpolate a set of random values.
Perlin noise is defined by :
•
•
•
•
•
•

Amplitude of the noise
Range (for a noise value in range [0;amplitude] or [-amplitude;+amplitude])
Number of octaves (the number of elementary functions)
Periodicity of the noise
Interpolation type between the random values
Blur effect

SYNTAX
NOISE:
noise
{
NOISE_AMPLITUDE, NOISE_PERIODICITY, NOISE_OCTAVES_NUMBER
[, NOISE_MODIFIERS…]
}
NOISE_AMPLITUDE:
VALUE
(note : positive or null value)
NOISE_PERIODICITY:
VALUE
(note : positive or null value)
NOISE_OCTAVES_NUMBER:
VALUE
(note : positive integer value in the range [1;20] )
NOISE_MODIFIER:
RANGE
| INTERPOLATION
| BLUR
RANGE:
range RANGE_TYPE
RANGE_TYPE:
center
| positive

(note : the default value, for a noise in range [-amplitude ; +amplitude] )
(note : for a noise in range [0 ;+amplitude] )

INTERPOLATION:
interpolation INTERPOLATION_TYPE
INTERPOLATION_TYPE:
linear
(note : the default value)
| cosine
BLUR:
blur BOOLEAN

(note : false by default)

BOOLEAN:
on
| off
| true
| false

(note : the same signification as “on” keyword)
(note : the same signification as “off” keyword)

EXAMPLE
noise
{
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1, 0.5, 8
}
noise
{
1, 0.5, 8,
range positive,
interpolation cosine
}

13. Geometric transformations
Geometric transformations can be applied on objects or on characteristics of them (textures,
bumps mapping for example). These transformations are used to move or to change
appearance of the elements on which they are applied.
A global transformation is composed by one or many elementary transformations :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Translation
Scale. Note that scale factors can have negative values for mirror transformations.
X-axis rotation
Y-axis rotation
Z-axis rotation
Axis rotation (rotation around any axis passing through the origin)
Euler rotation (3 combined rotations by Euler angles)

If there are many elementary transformations, the global transformation is the result of
successive transformations. Note that their order is important, because they are not
interchangeable.
SYNTAX
TRANSFORMATION:
transform
{
TRANSFORMATION_ITEM [, TRANSFORMATION_ITEMS…]
}
TRANSFORMATION_ITEM:
TRANSLATION
| SCALE
| X_ROTATION
| Y_ROTATION
| Z_ROTATION
| AXIS_ROTATION
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| EULER_ROTATION
TRANSLATION:
translate VECTOR
SCALE:
scale VECTOR

(note : scale factors must be different of 0)

X_ROTATION:
x_rotate VALUE

(note : angle value in degree)

Y_ROTATION:
y_rotate VALUE

(note : angle value in degree)

Z_ROTATION:
z_rotate VALUE

(note : angle value in degree)

AXIS_ROTATION:
axis_rotate VECTOR, VALUE
EULER_ROTATION:
rotate VECTOR

(note : angle value in degree)

(note : Euler angles values in degree)

The vector used for Euler rotation contains the three angles of the three rotations : x is the angle
of the first rotation (around z axis), y the angle of the second rotation (around y’ axis) and z the
angle of the third rotation (around x’’ axis).
EXAMPLE
transform
{
scale [-1, 0.5, 1],
x_rotate 45,
translate [1, 0, 0]
}
transform
{
translate [1, 0, 0],
scale [-1, 0.5, 1],
x_rotate 45
}
transform
{
rotate [90, 0, 30]
}

14. Objects
The visible elements of the scene are the objects. It can be a simple geometric primitive or a
complex assembly of other objects.
It’s possible to declare objects without use them immediately, for example to create a library of
reusable objects. It’s also possible to create templates of objects whose characteristics are
configurable.
SYNTAX
OBJECT:
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

PLANE
TRIANGLE
PARALLELOGRAM
SPHERE
CYLINDER
CONE
PRISM
SURFACE_OF_REVOLUTION
TORUS
PARALLELEPIPED
BOX
TRIANGULAR_BASED_PYRAMID
SQUARE_BASED_PYRAMID
TRIANGULAR_PRISM
COMPOSITE
CSG_MERGE
CSG_INTERSECTION
CSG_DIFFERENCE
CSG_CUT
CSG_EXTRACTION
DECLARED_OBJECT
TEMPLATE_OBJECT

14.1 Common characteristics
Objects are defined by specific characteristics that depend on their type, and by common
characteristics called object modifiers.
These modifiers are :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Geometric transformations
Material
Textures
Bumps
The base for the computation of the surface coordinates (for objects with caps and
sides)
The ability to generate shadows
The method for solving intersection equations of equations of degree three and more.
For these equations, the standard method can be not enough precise, and in this case
an iterative method named the Sturm method is preferable for a better precision (but
with more computing time).

SYNTAX
OBJECT_MODIFIER:
TRANSFORMATION
| MATERIAL
| TEXTURES
| BUMPS
| LOCAL_BASE
| SHADOWS
| STURM

(note : see “Materials” chapter)
(note : see “Textures” chapter)
(note : see “Bumps” chapter)

LOCAL_BASE:
local_base BASE
BASE
side
| caps

(note : the default value)
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SHADOWS:
shadows BOOLEAN

(note : true by default)

STURM:
sturm BOOLEAN

(note : false by default)

BOOLEAN:
on
| off
| true
| false

(note : the same signification as “on” keyword)
(note : the same signification as “off” keyword)

The keywords on and true have the same meaning, as well as off and false.

14.2 Geometric primitives
14.2.1 Infinite plane
This primitive is used to create an infinite flat surface. It’s the simplest way to create a floor. The
infinite plane is defined by two vectors : the location of a point of the plane and its normal. The
plane is not a volume so it can’t be used for CSG operations (see chapter “CSG” chapter).

SYNTAX
PLANE:
plane
{
POSITION, NORMAL [, OBJECT_MODIFIERS…]
}
POSITION:
VECTOR
NORMAL:
VECTOR
EXAMPLE
// horizontal plane
plane
{
[0, 0, 0], [0, 0, 1]
}
// rotated plane
plane
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{
O, Oz,
transform
{
z_rotate 45
}
}

14.2.2 Triangle
It’s a finite triangular surface defined by three points. The triangle is not a volume so it can’t be
used for CSG operations (see chapter “CSG” chapter).

SYNTAX
TRIANGLE:
triangle
{
POINT_1, POINT_2, POINT_3 [, OBJECT_MODIFIERS…]
}
POINT_1:
VECTOR
POINT_2:
VECTOR
POINT_3:
VECTOR
EXAMPLE
triangle
{
[0, 0, 0], [1, 0, 0], [0, 0, 1]
}

14.2.3 Parallelogram
A finite surface defined by three points. The position of the fourth is calculated. It can be a
rectangular or a non rectangular surface. The parallelogram is not a volume so it can’t be used
for CSG operations (see chapter “CSG” chapter).
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SYNTAX
PARALLELOGRAM:
parallelogram
{
POINT_1, POINT_2, POINT_3 [, OBJECT_MODIFIERS…]
}
POINT_1:
VECTOR
POINT_2:
VECTOR
POINT_3:
VECTOR
EXAMPLE
parallelogram
{
[0, 0, 0], [1, 0, 0], [1, 0, 1]
}

14.2.4 Sphere
A sphere is defined by its center and radius.

SYNTAX
SPHERE:
sphere
{
CENTER, RADIUS [, OBJECT_MODIFIERS…]
}
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EXAMPLE
sphere
{
[0, 0, 0], 1
}
flattened sphere
sphere
{
[0, 0, 0], 1,
transform
{
scale [1, 1, 0.5]
}
}
//

14.2.5 Cylinder
A cylinder is defined by the positions of the centers of its base and cap, and its radius. It can be
closed or opened at its extremities.

SYNTAX
CYLINDER:
cylinder
{
BASE, CAP, RADIUS, CLOSE_OR_OPEN [, OBJECT_MODIFIERS…]
}
BASE:
VECTOR
CAP:
VECTOR
RADIUS:
VALUE
CLOSE_OR_OPEN
close
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| open
EXAMPLE
cylinder
{
[0, 0, 0], [0, 0, 1], 0.5, close
}
cylinder
{
[-1, 0, 0], [1, 0, 0], 0.2, open,
transform
{
z_rotate 45,
translate [5, 0, 1]
}
}

14.2.6 Cone
A cone is defined by the positions of the centers of its base and cap, and by the values of the
radius at these points. It can be closed or opened at its extremities.
The top radius is lesser or equal than the base radius.

SYNTAX
CONE:
cone
{
BASE, CAP, BASE_RADIUS, CAP_RADIUS, CLOSE_OR_OPEN
[, OBJECT_MODIFIERS…]
}
BASE:
VECTOR
CAP:
VECTOR
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BASE_RADIUS:
VALUE
CAP_RADIUS:
VALUE
CLOSE_OR_OPEN
close
| open
EXAMPLE
cone
{
[0, 0, 0], [0, 0, 1], 0.5, 0, close
}
cone
{
[-1, 0, 0], [1, 0, 0], 0.5, 0.2, open,
transform
{
z_rotate 45,
translate [5, 0, 1]
}
}

14.2.7 Prism
The volume of the prism is created by an arbitrary two-dimensional shape swept along its
normal which is also the axis of the prism. The 2D shapes are composed by one or many
closed paths made of connected curves.

A shape can be composed with many types of curves :
•

Segment : two points connected by a segment.
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•

Quadratic : two points and one control point. At its extremities, the curve is tangent to
the segments defined by the control point.

•

Cubic spline : two points and two control points. Cubic spline passes through all the
points.

•

Bezier spline : two points and two control points. At its extremities, the curve is tangent
to the segments defined by the two control points.

If the last point of a curve is the same as the first point of the current path (the first point of the
first curve of this path), then the current path is closed and any new curve will start a new path.
For a path, the first point of a curve must be the same as the last point of the previous curve.
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The coordinates of the curves are in a 2D Cartesian coordinate system whose the origin
corresponding of the base point of the prism.

The prism can be conic. In this case the top shape is scaled by a specified factor relatively to
the cap point which remains unchanged.
The prism can be closed or opened at its extremities.
SYNTAX
PRISM:
prism
{
BASE, CAP, CLOSE_OR_OPEN,
items
{
CURVES_GROUP [, CURVES_GROUPS…]
}
[, PRISM_MODIFIERS…]
[, OBJECT_MODIFIERS…]
}
BASE:
VECTOR
CAP:
VECTOR
CLOSE_OR_OPEN
close
| open
PRISM_MODIFIER:
CONIC_FACTOR
CONIC_FACTOR:
conic_factor VALUE

(note : factor between 0 and 1, 0 for a sharp conic prism,
default value 1)

CURVES_GROUP:
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CURVE
| for ( SCALAR_VARIABLE, BEGIN, END, STEP )
{
CURVES_GROUP [, CURVES_GROUPS…]
}
BEGIN:
VALUE
END:
VALUE
STEP:
VALUE
CURVE:
SEGMENT
| QUADRATIC
| SPLINE
| BEZIER
SEGMENT:
segment
{
FIRST_POINT, SECOND_POINT
}
QUADRATIC:
quadratic
{
FIRST_POINT, FIRST_CONTROL_POINT, SECOND_POINT
}
SPLINE:
spline
{
FIRST_CONTROL_POINT, FIRST_POINT,
SECOND_POINT, SECOND_CONTROL_POINT
}
BEZIER:
bezier
{
FIRST_POINT, FIRST_CONTROL_POINT,
SECOND_CONTROL_POINT, SECOND_POINT
}
FIRST_POINT:
POINT_2D
SECOND_POINT:
POINT_2D
FIRST_CONTROL_POINT:
POINT_2D
SECOND_CONTROL_POINT:
POINT_2D
POINT_2D:
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[ VALUE, VALUE ]
The syntax allows the use of loops and nested loops to describe the curves. In that case, the
loop parameter can be used within the mathematical expressions of the coordinates.
EXAMPLE
prism
{
[0, 0, 0], [1,
items
{
segment
{
quadratic {
segment
{
}
}

0, 0], close,
[0, 1], [1, 0] },
[1, 0], [0, 0.5], [-1, 0] },
[-1, 0], [0, 1] }

prism
{
[0, 0, 0], [0, 0, 1], open,
items
{
segment { [-1, 0], [1, 0] },
bezier { [1, 0], [1, -5], [-1, -5], [-1, 0] }
},
conic_factor 0.5,
}
// prism with loops of curves
prism
{
[-0.5, 0, 0], [0.5, 0, 0], close,
items
{
segment { [1, 0.3], [0, 0.3] },
segment { [0, 0.3], [0, 1] },
for (teta, 90, 170, 10)
{
segment { [cosd(teta), sind(teta)],
[cosd(teta+10), sind(teta+10)]
}
},
for (teta, 180, 260, 10)
{
segment { [cosd(teta), sind(teta)],
[cosd(teta+10), sind(teta+10)]
}
},
segment { [0, -1], [0, -0.3] },
segment { [0, -0.3], [1, -0.3] },
segment { [1, -0.3], [1, 0.3] }
}
}

14.2.8 Surface of revolution
A surface of revolution is a two-dimensional figure rotated about an axis. The figure is
composed by a series of cubic splines which pass through specified points.
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The first and the last point are control points, so at least four points are needed to describe a
figure.
The points are defined by the position of their projection on the axis and their distance of it. The
position of a point must be greater than the previous point.
The positions of the points on the axis are not related of the base and cap locations. The height
of the object is the distance between the cap point and the base point. The positions on the axis
are scaled to fit the real height.

Surface of revolution can be closed or opened at its extremities.
The sturm option is important for this object. In some angles of view, the standard method for
intersection computation is not precise enough, so it is necessary to activate the option (sturm
on)
SYNTAX
SURFACE_OF_REVOLUTION:
sor
{
BASE, CAP, CLOSE_OR_OPEN,
items
{
FIRST_CONTROL_POINT,
FIRST_POINT,
SECOND_POINT,
[OTHER_POINTS…, ]
LAST_CONTROL_POINT
}
[, OBJECT_MODIFIERS…]
}
BASE:
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VECTOR
CAP:
VECTOR
CLOSE_OR_OPEN
close
| open
FIRST_CONTROL_POINT:
SOR_POINT
FIRST_POINT:
SOR_POINT
SECOND_POINT:
SOR_POINT
OTHER_POINT:
SOR_POINT
LAST_CONTROL_POINT:
SOR_POINT
SOR_POINT:
[ AXIS_POSITION, AXIS_DISTANCE ]
AXIS_POSITION:
VALUE
AXIS_DISTANCE:
VALUE
EXAMPLE
sor
{
[0, 0, 0.5], [0, 0, 1], close,
items
{
[-0.001, 0],
[0, 0.118],
[0.54, 0.620],
[0.827, 0.211],
[0.962, 0.194],
[1, 0.287],
[1.034, 0.468]
}
}

14.2.9 Torus
Torus is defined by its center position, normal, radius and internal radius. The internal radius
must be lesser than the radius.
The sturm option is important for this object. In some angles of view, the standard method for
intersection computation is not precise enough, so it is necessary to activate the option (sturm
on)
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SYNTAX
TORUS:
torus
{
POSITION, NORMAL, RADIUS, INTERNAL_RADIUS [, OBJECT_MODIFIERS…]
}
EXAMPLE
torus
{
[0, 0, 0], [1, 1, 1], 1, 0.3
}
// flattened torus
torus
{
[0, 0, 0], Oz, 1, 0.3,
transform
{
scale [1, 1, 0.1]
}
}

14.3 Faceted objects
Faceted objects are made of facets. These facets can be triangles or parallelograms.
Nevertheless, those objects are not hollow, but are solid objects and can be used for
constructive solid geometry (see “CSG” chapter).

14.3.1 Parallelepiped
A faceted object made of six parallelograms and defined by four points.
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SYNTAX
PARALLELEPIPED:
parallelepiped
{
POINT_1, POINT_2, POINT_3, POINT_4
[, OBJECT_MODIFIERS…]
}
POINT_1:
VECTOR
POINT_2:
VECTOR
POINT_3:
VECTOR
POINT_4:
VECTOR
EXAMPLE
parallelepiped
{
[0, 0, 0], [1, 0, 0], [0, 1, 0], [1, 1, 1]
}

14.3.2 Box
The box is a particular case of the parallelepiped. Faces are rectangular and the edges parallel
to the axis. It is defined by its origin and dimensions.
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SYNTAX
BOX:
box
{
ORIGIN, LENGTH, WIDTH, HEIGHT
[, OBJECT_MODIFIERS…]
}
ORIGIN:
VECTOR
LENGTH:
VALUE
WIDTH:
VALUE
HEIGHT:
VALUE
EXAMPLE
box
{
[0, 0, 0], 1, 1, 1
}
box
{
[-0.5, -0.5, -0.5], 1, 1, 1,
transform
{
rotate [45, 45, 45]
}
}

14.3.3 Triangular-based pyramid
Triangular-based pyramid is a faceted object made of four triangles and is defined by four
points.
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SYNTAX
TRIANGULAR_BASED_PYRAMID:
pyramid3
{
POINT_1, POINT_2, POINT_3, POINT_4
[, OBJECT_MODIFIERS…]
}
POINT_1:
VECTOR
POINT_2:
VECTOR
POINT_3:
VECTOR
POINT_4:
VECTOR
EXAMPLE
pyramid3
{
[1, 0, 0], [cosd(120), sind(120), 0],
[cosd(240), sind(240), 0], [0, 0, 1.2]
}

14.3.4 Square-based pyramid
Square-based pyramid is a faceted object made of four triangles and one parallelogram for the
base and is defined by four points.
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SYNTAX
SQUARE_BASED_PYRAMID:
pyramid4
{
POINT_1, POINT_2, POINT_3, POINT_4
[, OBJECT_MODIFIERS…]
}
POINT_1:
VECTOR
POINT_2:
VECTOR
POINT_3:
VECTOR
POINT_4:
VECTOR
EXAMPLE
pyramid4
{
[-1, -1, 0], [1, -1, 0], [-1, 1, 0], [0, 0, 1]
}

14.3.5 Triangular prism
Triangular prism is a faceted object made of three parallelograms and two triangles. It is defined
by four points. It’s the classical prism object used in optical studies.
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SYNTAX
TRIANGULAR_PRISM:
triangular_prism
{
POINT_1, POINT_2, POINT_3, POINT_4
[, OBJECT_MODIFIERS…]
}
POINT_1:
VECTOR
POINT_2:
VECTOR
POINT_3:
VECTOR
POINT_4:
VECTOR
EXAMPLE
triangular_prism
{
[-1, -1, 0], [1, -1, 0], [-1, 1, 0], [0, 0, 1]
}

14.4 Composed objects
Composed objects are containers made of child objects. These children can be composed
objects themselves.
If a composed object has modifications, then they apply to all child objects, unless a child
redefines them.
This rule is different for the transformations : if a composed object has transformations, these
transformations add to those of the child objects. It’s a way to create a complex transformation.
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14.4.1 Composite
Composite object is a simple container of other objects. Its purpose is to manipulate as a single
a group of objects or a complex object made of many sub items.
SYNTAX
COMPOSITE:
composite
{
items
{
COMPOSITE_ITEM [, COMPOSITE_ITEMS…]
}
[, OBJECT_MODIFIERS…]
}
COMPOSITE_ITEM:
OBJECT
| for ( SCALAR_VARIABLE, BEGIN, END, STEP )
{
COMPOSITE_ITEM [, COMPOSITE_ITEMS…]
}
BEGIN:
VALUE
END:
VALUE
STEP:
VALUE
The syntax allows the use of loops and nested loops to describe the items. In that case, the
loop parameter can be used within the mathematical expressions of composite items.
EXAMPLE
composite
{
items
{
sphere { [-1, 0, 0], 1 },
sphere { [1, 0, 0], 1 }
}
}
// composite with loop of objects
composite
{
items
{
for (x, -5, 5, 1)
{
sphere { [x, 0, 0], 0.5 }
},
cylinder { [-5, 0, 0], [5, 0, 0], 0.2, close }
}
}
// composite which add transformation on a already transformed object
// to create a complex transformation
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composite
{
items
{
torus
{
[0, 0, 0], Oz, 1, 0.3,
transform
{
scale [1, 1, 0.5],
y_rotate 45
}
}
},
transform
{
scale [2, 1, 1]
}
}

14.4.2 Constructive Solid Geometry
Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) is a technique to create a complex object from two child
objects combined with a Boolean operation. These child objects must be solid objects, not
surfaces, and can be CSG or composite objects themselves.
There are four available Boolean operations :
•
•
•
•

Merge
Intersection
Difference
Cut

14.4.2.1 Merge
The surface of the resulting object is the merging of the external surfaces of the child objects.
It’s not only a superposition of the children, the internal surfaces are removed. For a nontransparent object, a simple superposition of the children may be sufficient.
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SYNTAX
CSG_MERGE:
merge
{
FIRST_OBJECT, SECOND_OBJECT
[, OBJECT_MODIFIERS…]
}
FIRST_OBJECT:
OBJECT
SECOND_OBJECT:
OBJECT
EXAMPLE
merge
{
box
{
[0, 0, 0], 1, 1, 1
},
sphere
{
[0.5, 0.5, 0.5], 0.65
}
}

14.4.2.2 Intersection
The resulting object is the intersection of the child objects. Its shape is the area where both
children overlap.

SYNTAX
CSG_INTERSECTION:
intersection
{
FIRST_OBJECT, SECOND_OBJECT
[, OBJECT_MODIFIERS…]
}
FIRST_OBJECT:
OBJECT
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SECOND_OBJECT:
OBJECT
EXAMPLE
intersection
{
box
{
[0, 0, 0], 1, 1, 1
},
sphere
{
[0.5, 0.5, 0.5], 0.65
}
}

14.4.2.3 Difference
The resulting object is the difference between the first and the second child. The area where
they overlap is removed from the first child.

SYNTAX
CSG_DIFFERENCE:
difference
{
FIRST_OBJECT, SECOND_OBJECT
[, OBJECT_MODIFIERS…]
}
FIRST_OBJECT:
OBJECT
SECOND_OBJECT:
OBJECT
EXAMPLE
difference
{
box
{
[0, 0, 0], 1, 1, 1
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},
sphere
{
[0.5, 0.5, 0.5], 0.65
}
}

14.4.2.4 Extraction
It’s the same operation as the difference, but the resulting objet keeps the characteristics of the
surface (textures, bumps, materials) of the first child, even on the part of the surface which
belongs to the second child.

SYNTAX
CSG_EXTRACTION:
extraction
{
FIRST_OBJECT, SECOND_OBJECT
[, OBJECT_MODIFIERS…]
}
FIRST_OBJECT:
OBJECT
SECOND_OBJECT:
OBJECT
EXAMPLE
extraction
{
box
{
[0, 0, 0], 1, 1, 1
},
sphere
{
[0.5, 0.5, 0.5], 0.65
}
}
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14.4.2.5 Cut
The resulting object is not a solid object but an opened surface, so it can be used for a new
CSG operation. The surface of the first child is cut where the second child has intersection.

SYNTAX
CSG_CUT:
cut
{
FIRST_OBJECT, SECOND_OBJECT
[, OBJECT_MODIFIERS…]
}
FIRST_OBJECT:
OBJECT
SECOND_OBJECT:
OBJECT
EXAMPLE
cut
{
box
{
[0, 0, 0], 1, 1, 1
},
sphere
{
[0.5, 0.5, 0.5], 0.65
}
}

14.4.3 Text
Text object is an assembly of prisms which represent the characters of a text. The shapes of the
prisms are calculated from information read in a True Type Font file (file with .ttf extension).
The text object is defined by :
•

Text string : made of characters with ASCII code between 0 and 255. For special or
non-printable characters, it’s possible to use their three digits ASCII code following the
‘\’ character (ex \250 for character with ASCII code 250).
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

True Type font file : defined by its absolute or relative path or by a simple filename if its
location is a known directory (in an included directory or a directory listed in the
environment variable IMAGIN_PATH).
Location : it’s the location of the first specified point. By default, it’s corresponding of the
first point of the shape (defined in the True Type Font file) of the first character.
Direction : defined by the location of the second point relatively to the first one.
Dimension : a value of 1 corresponds to the default dimension of the characters defined
in the True Type Font file.
additional spacing between characters : by default, the spacing between the characters
is those defined in True Type Font file. It’s possible to add spacing.
Conic factor : text object is made of prisms which can have a conic shape. The point of
convergence for all characters is the alignment point if it is defined ; else it is the origin
of the Cartesian coordinates of the first character, defined in the True Type font file.
Closed or opened characters.
Vertical and horizontal alignment. The alignment of the text from the location point. By
default, there’s no alignment, the origin is the origin of the Cartesian coordinates of the
first character, defined in the True Type font file.

SYNTAX
TEXT:
text
{
STRING, FILE, FIRST_POINT, SECOND_POINT, DIMENSION, CLOSE_OR_OPEN
[, TEXT_MODIFIERS…]
[, OBJECT_MODIFIERS…]
}
STRING:
"[.]*"

(note : any characters)

FILENAME:
"[.]*"

(note : any characters of a correct filename for the current Operating System)

FIRST_POINT:
VECTOR
SECOND_POINT:
VECTOR
DIMENSION:
VALUE
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CLOSE_OR_OPEN
close
| open
TEXT_MODIFIER:
CONIC_FACTOR
| SPACING
| HORIZONTAL_ALIGNMENT
| VERTICAL_ALIGNMENT
CONIC_FACTOR:
conic_factor VALUE
SPACING:
spacing VALUE

(note : factor between 0 and 1, 0 for a sharp conic prism,
default value 1)
(note : default value 0)

HORIZONTAL_ALIGNMENT:
h_alignment HORIZONTAL_ALIGNMENT_VALUE
HORIZONTAL_ALIGNMENT_VALUE:
none
(note : the default value)
| left
| right
| center
VERTICAL_ALIGNMENT:
v_alignment VERTICAL_ALIGNMENT_VALUE
VERTICAL_ALIGNMENT_VALUE:
none
(note : the default value)
| top
| bottom
| center
EXAMPLE
text
{
"Hello", "cyrvetiv.ttf", [0, 0, 0], [0, 0.2, 0], 1, close
}
// text with additional spacing and alignments
text
{
"Hello", "cyrvetiv.ttf", [0, 0, 0.1], [0, 0, 0], 0.5, close,
spacing 1,
v_alignment bottom,
h_alignment left
}
// text string defined by its ASCII codes (corresponding to "ABC")
text
{
"\065\066\067", "cyrvetiv.ttf", [0, 0, 0.1], [0, 0, 0], 0.5, close
}
// text with a conic factor and alignments
text
{
"ABC", "cyrvetiv.ttf", [0, 0, 0.1], [0, 0, 0], 0.5, close,
conic_factor 0.5,
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v_alignment center,
h_alignment center
}

14.5 Declared objects
The declared objects are objects that are only predefined but not included in the scene. To be
included, they must be instantiated. This feature allows the creation of objects libraries.
During the instantiation, it’s possible to modify the object with the classical object modifiers.
For a better use, the declared objects may be located at the origin of the Cartesian coordinates
to be easily transformed after their instantiation.
It’s possible to declare objects from other declared objects or templates.
SYNTAX
OBJECT_DECLARATION:
declare OBJECT_NAME OBJECT
OBJECT_NAME:
IDENTIFIER
DECLARED_OBJECT:
object OBJECT_NAME
{
[, OBJECT_MODIFIERS…]
}
EXAMPLE
// declaration of object named MyText
declare MyText text
{
"ABC", "cyrvetiv.ttf", [0, 0, -0.1], [0, 0, 0.1], 1, close,
v_alignment center,
h_alignment center
}
// declaration of new declared object named MyInvertedText from an
// other declared object and a scale transformation
declare MyInvertedText object MyText
{
transform { scale [-1, -1, -1] }
}
// instantiation of MyText in the scene, with no modifier
object MyText {}
// instantiation of MyText with modifiers
object MyText
{
conic_factor 0.2,
transform
{
translate [1, 1, 1],
scale [1, 1, 1.5]
}
}
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14.6 Templates objects
Templates objects are similar to declared objects, but their properties can depend on
configurable parameters.
The configurable properties of a template are those that depend on a numerical value. Boolean,
string and non-numerical parameters are not configurable.
When a template object is instantiated to create a real object or is used for a declared object, a
value is affected to each parameter.
Templates are a powerful manner to create configurable objects libraries.
Parameters are scalar local variables usable only in the template itself. Global variables of the
script can’t be used in a template.
It’s possible to create a template of a declared object or of another template.
SYNTAX
TEMPLATE_OBJECT_DECLARATION:
template TEMPLATE_NAME ( TEMPLATE_PARAMETER
[, TEMPLATE_PARAMETERS…] ) OBJECT
TEMPLATE_NAME:
IDENTIFIER
TEMPLATE_PARAMETER:
SCALAR_VARIABLE
TEMPLATE_OBJECT:
object TEMPLATE_NAME ( TEMPLATE_PARAMETER_VALUE
[, TEMPLATE_PARAMETER_VALUES…] )
{
[, OBJECT_MODIFIERS…]
}
TEMPLATE_PARAMETER_VALUE:
VALUE
EXAMPLE
// declaration of a template prism with variable number of sides and
// a configurable height
template MyPrismTemplate(N, H) prism
{
[0, 0, -H/2], [0, 0, H/2], close,
items
{
for (i, 0, N-1, 1)
{
segment
{
[cosd(i*360/N), sind(i*360/N)],
[cosd((i+1)*360/N), sind((i+1)*360/N)]
}
}
}
}
// declaration of an object which is an instantiation of the template
// prism with 3 sides and height 1
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declare My3SidesPrism object MyPrismTemplate(3, 1) {}
// declaration of a template which is a particular case of the first
template with 6 sides and a scale factor along x axis
template My6SidesScaledPrism(S, H) object MyPrismTemplate(6, H)
{
transform { scale [S, 1, 1] }
}
// instantiation of objects from templates
object MyPrismTemplate(5, 1) {}
object MyPrismTemplate(5, 1)
{
transform { translate [1, 1, 0] }
}
object My6SidesScaledPrism(0.5, 1) {}

15. Materials
15.1 Features
Material properties define the way the light interacts with the surface of the objects. The main
purpose of a raytracing software is to simulate properly these interactions to produce a realistic
image.
When light falls on a surface :
•

A part is diffused. The diffusion is the re-emission of the light by the surface in an
unpredictable direction upon it.
The intensity of the diffused light depends on the angle between the incident beam, the
normal of the surface, and the diffusion coefficient of the material.
The diffused color depends on the color of the incident light, the color of the surface and
the diffusion coefficient : a white surface diffuses all colors, but a red surface diffuses
only the red component of the light.

•

A part is reflected. The reflection is the re-emission of the light by the surface in the
same plane defined by the normal of the surface and the incident beam. The angle
between the incident beam and the normal is the same as the reflected beam.
The color of the reflected light depends on the color of the incident light and the
reflection coefficient of the material. For metallic materials, the reflected light depends
also on the color of the surface.
The intensity of the reflected light depends on the material and the incident angle. For
transparent material, this intensity is calculated according to the Fresnel equations.

•

A part is transmitted. The light passes through the surface when it is transparent.
The angle of the transmitted light and its intensity depend on the incident angle of the
beam and the material. They are calculated according to the Fresnel equations.
The color of the transmitted light depends on the color of the incident beam and the
transmission coefficient of the material.
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A material has four coefficients for attempting to simulate these physical phenomena, which can
be set for each component of light color :
•

Diffusion coefficient : the proportion of diffused light. This light comes directly from the
light sources, not from other objects.

•

Specular reflection coefficient : the proportion of reflected light that comes directly from
the light sources, not from other objects. This coefficient is responsible of the brightness
of the objects.

•

Reflection coefficient : the proportion of reflected light for the light that comes from other
objects. This coefficient is responsible of the mirror effects.

•

Transparency coefficient : this coefficient gives the objects their transparency and is
responsible of both transmission and reflection. The intensities of the transmitted and
reflected lights are calculated according to the Fresnel equations.

Each coefficient has a value between 0 and 1. To respect the energy conservation and obtain
realistic images, it’s better to follow this rule :
diffusion + specular reflection + reflection + transparency = 1
The others parameters that characterize the material are :
•

Angular reflection coefficient : this coefficient is used to calculate the intensity of the
reflected light, those which is related to the reflection coefficient. The intensity is
proportional to (1-cos(α))k where α is the incident angle of the beam light and k
the angular reflection coefficient in the range [0;50]. By default, the value of the
coefficient is 0, the reflected intensity doesn’t depend on the incident angle.
Below, the graph of the reflected intensity according to the angle, for several values of
the angular reflection coefficient (k) :
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•

Brightness coefficient. This coefficient affects the sharpness of the material
brightness, only for the specular reflections. It reflects the surface roughness. The
more the value of the coefficient is high, the more the material is bright, simulating a
smooth surface. The intensity of the specular reflected light in the direction of the
observer is proportional to (cos(γ))k where γ is the angle between the reflected
beam and the observer, and k the brightness coefficient in the range [0;100], 5 by
default.
Below, the graph of the specular reflection intensity according to the angle, for several
values of the brightness (k) :
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•

Refraction index : used only for materials which have a not null transparency
coefficient. This index is used in Fresnel equations to compute the transmitted beam
angle β and the intensity of both reflected and transmitted light related to the
transparency coefficient. Its value is in the range [1;10], 1 by default.

•

Absorption coefficient : for transparency materials, it is the proportion of transmitted
light that is absorbed by the material, per unit distance. The value is greater or equal
0, 0 by default.

•

Metallic coefficient : this coefficient is used for all reflections but those associated with
transparency. It gives to the material a metallic aspect, i.e. the reflected light is colored
by the color of the metal, in proportion depending on the value of the coefficient. The
value is in the range [0;1], 0 by default.

•

Metallic angular coefficient : in association with the metallic coefficient, the metallic
aspect depends on the angle of the incident beam light as follow : m*(cos(α))k
where m is the metallic coefficient, α the incident angle and k the metallic angular
coefficient. For small angles, the metallic aspect is greater.

If no material is defined for an object of the scene, a default material is created.
SYNTAX
MATERIAL:
LITERAL_MATERIAL
| DECLARED_MATERIAL
| TEMPLATE_MATERIAL

(note : see below for more details)
(note : see below for more details)

LITERAL_MATERIAL:
material
{
DIFFUSIVITY,
SPECULAR_REFLECTIVITY,
REFLECTIVITY,
TRANSPARENCY
[, MATERIAL_MODIFIERS…]
}
DIFFUSIVITY:
PHYSICAL_COEFFICIENT
SPECULAR_REFLECTIVITY:
PHYSICAL_COEFFICIENT
REFLECTIVITY:
PHYSICAL_COEFFICIENT
TRANSPARENCY:
PHYSICAL_COEFFICIENT
PHYSICAL_COEFFICIENT:
( RED_COMPONENT, GREEN_COMPONENT, BLUE_COMPONENT )
| VALUE
RED_COMPONENT:
VALUE
GREEN_COMPONENT:
VALUE
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BLUE_COMPONENT:
VALUE
MATERIAL_MODIFIER:
ANGULAR_REFLECTIVITY
| BRIGHTNESS
| REFRACTION_INDEX
| ABSORPTIVITY
| METALLICITY
ANGULAR_REFLECTIVITY:
angular_reflectivity VALUE

(note : default value 0)

BRIGHTNESS:
brightness VALUE

(note : default value 5)

REFRACTION_INDEX:
refraction_index VALUE

(note : default value 1)

ABSORPTIVITY:
absorptivity VALUE

(note : default value 0)

METALLICITY:
metallicity
{
METALLICITY_COEFFICIENT, METALLICITY_ANGULAR_COEFFICIENT
}
METALLICITY_COEFFICIENT:
VALUE

(note : default value 0)

METALLICITY_ANGULAR_COEFFICIENT:
VALUE
(note : default value 0)
EXAMPLE
// sphere with a material
sphere
{
[0, 0, 0], 1,
material
{
0.01, 0.5, 0, 0.99,
brightness 15,
refraction_index 1.33
}
}
// material with coefficients depending on the color and metal aspect
sphere
{
[0, 0, 0], 1,
material
{
(0.5, 0.2, 0.2), 0, (0.5, 0.2, 0.2), 0,
brightness 5,
metallicity { 0.5, 1 }
}
}
sphere
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{
[0, 0, 0], 1,
material
{
0.3, 0.5, 0, 0.4,
brightness 10,
angular_reflectivity 1.2,
refraction_index 1.4
}
}

15.2 Declared materials
The declared materials are materials that are only predefined but not assigned to an object. To
be assigned, they must be instantiated. This feature allows the creation of materials libraries.
SYNTAX
MATERIAL_DECLARATION:
declare IDENTIFIER MATERIAL
DECLARED_MATERIAL:
material IDENTIFIER
EXAMPLE
// declaration of a Glass material
declare Glass material
{
0.01, 0.5, 0, 0.99,
refraction_index 1.33,
brightness 5
}
// using of a declared material in an object
sphere
{
[0, 0, 0], 1,
material Glass
}

15.3 Template materials
Templates materials are similar to declared materials, but their properties can depend on
configurable parameters.
When a template material is instantiated in an object or is used for a material declaration, a
value is affected to each parameter.
Templates are a powerful manner to create configurable materials libraries.
Parameters are scalar local variables usable only in the template itself. Global variables of the
script can’t be used in a template.
It’s possible to create a template of a declared material or of another template.
SYNTAX
TEMPLATE_MATERIAL_DECLARATION:
template TEMPLATE_NAME ( TEMPLATE_PARAMETER
[, TEMPLATE_PARAMETERS…] ) MATERIAL
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TEMPLATE_NAME:
IDENTIFIER
TEMPLATE_PARAMETER:
SCALAR_VARIABLE
TEMPLATE_MATERIAL:
material TEMPLATE_NAME ( TEMPLATE_PARAMETER_VALUE
[, TEMPLATE_PARAMETER_VALUES…] )
TEMPLATE_PARAMETER_VALUE:
VALUE
EXAMPLE
// template of a Glass material with a configurable refraction index
declare Glass(index) material
{
0.01, 0.5, 0, 0.99,
refraction_index index,
brightness 5
}
// using of the template
sphere
{
[0, 0, 0], 1,
material Glass(1.33)
}

16. Textures
Textures define the colors of the objects. They can be procedural, i.e. for each point of an object
in the scene, its color is calculated based on the position of the point on the object. There is also
bitmap textures for which the color is not calculated but comes from a bitmap files.
Several textures can be applied on an object. For each one, an operator defines the way the
color is combined with other texture colors.
These operators are :
•
•
•
•

addition : color is added to the previous.
subtraction : color is subtracted from previous.
multiplication : color is multiplied with the previous.
only one : the color of this texture is the only one if it is not black.

For object with caps and side (cylinder, cone, prism, text, surface of revolution), the textures can
be applied only on caps, side or both.
Geometric transformations can be applied on textures. They act only in the local space of the
object. For some textures, it is also possible to add Perlin noise.
Some textures are volume textures, i.e. the color is calculated based on the three-dimensional
coordinates, whatever the shape of the object. Other textures are surface textures, i.e. the color
is calculated based on surface coordinates and the pattern follows the shape of the surface.
As objects and materials, it’s possible to create declared or template textures.
SYNTAX
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TEXTURE:
LITERAL_TEXTURE
| DECLARED_TEXTURE
| TEMPLATE_TEXTURE

(note : see below for more details)
(note : see below for more details)

LITERAL_TEXTURE:
TEXTURE_COMPOSITE
| [TEXTURE_ APPLICATION_TYPE] TEXTURE_ITEM
TEXTURE_COMPOSITE:
texture
{
TEXTURE_COMPOSITE_ITEM [, TEXTURE_COMPOSITE_ITEMS…]
}
TEXTURE_COMPOSITE_ITEM:
TEXTURE_OPERATOR [ TEXTURE_ APPLICATION_TYPE ] TEXTURE_ITEM
TEXTURE_OPERATOR:
add
| sub
| mul
| only
TEXTURE_APPLICATION_TYPE
side
| caps

(note : for an application only on the side)
(note : for an application only on the caps)

TEXTURE_ITEM:
TEXTURE_SOLID
| TEXTURE_CHECKER
| TEXTURE_SURFACE_CHECKER
| TEXTURE_COLOR_MAP
| TEXTURE_SURFACE_COLOR_MAP
| TEXTURE_BITMAP

(note : see below for more details)
(note : see below for more details)
(note : see below for more details)
(note : see below for more details)
(note : see below for more details)
(note : see below for more details)

For examples, see below.

16.1 Texture solid
This is the simplest texture : a unique color.
SYNTAX
TEXTURE_SOLID:
texture_solid
{
COLOR
}
EXAMPLE
// sphere with a red solid texture
sphere
{
[0, 0, 0], 1,
texture_solid
{
(1, 0, 0)
}
}
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// cylinder with a solid red texture on caps and a solid yellow
// texture on the side
cylinder
{
[0, 0, 0], [0, 0, 1], 0.5, close,
texture
{
add caps texture_solid
{
color Red
},
add side texture_solid
{
color Yellow
}
}
}

16.2 Texture checker
It’s the classical texture in raytracing : alternation of tiles of two different colors. The tiles are
defined by their dimension and color. It’s a volume texture.
Transformations can be applied to scale, rotate or translate the texture.
SYNTAX
TEXTURE_CHECKER:
texture_checker
{
COLOR_1, COLOR_2, WIDTH [, TEXTURE_CHECKER_MODIFIERS…]
}
COLOR_1:
COLOR
COLOR_2:
COLOR
WIDTH:
VALUE
TEXTURE_CHECKER_MODIFIER:
TRANSFORMATION
EXAMPLE
// floor plane with a checker texture of 2 colors white and blue,
// of size 0.5
plane
{
[0, 0, 0], Oz,
texture_checker
{
(1, 1, 1), (0, 0, 1), 0.5
}
}
// the same plane with a checker texture which is scaled in Y
// direction
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plane
{
[0, 0, 0], Oz,
texture_checker
{
color White, color Blue, 0.5,
transform
{
scale [1, 1.5, 1]
}
}
}

16.3 Texture surface checker
The same texture as checker (see this texture for more details), but applied on the surface of
the object. For transformations, only x and y coordinates are used (the coordinates of the point
on the surface).
SYNTAX
TEXTURE_SURFACE_CHECKER:
texture_surface_checker
{
COLOR_1, COLOR_2, WIDTH [, TEXTURE_SURFACE_CHECKER_MODIFIERS…]
}
COLOR_1:
COLOR
COLOR_2:
COLOR
WIDTH:
VALUE
TEXTURE_SURFACE_CHECKER_MODIFIER:
TRANSFORMATION
EXAMPLE
// cylinder with a surface checker texture of 2 colors white and blue
// of size 0.2 on the side, and a solid blue texture on the caps
R=0.5
cylinder
{
[0, 0, 0], [0, 0, 1], R, close,
texture
{
add side texture_surface_checker
{
color White, color Blue, (2*pi*R)/4 //quarter the perimeter
},
add caps texture_solid
{
color Blue
}
}
}

16.4 Texture color map
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It’s a volume texture. The color of this texture is calculated from a color map. It’s useful for
creating color gradients, like wood or marble patterns. The three-dimensional coordinates of the
point (relatively to the object) are used by a function to calculate the entry value of the color
map.
v = F(x, y, z)
with x, y, z the coordinates of the point, F the function and v the value used by the color map to
calculate the color. The mathematical expression of the function can be specified. There are
also those predefined functions :
•
•
•
•
•
•

null
=
distance_x_axis(x, y, z) =
distance_y_axis(x, y, z) =
distance_z_axis(x, y, z) =
distance_origin(x, y, z) =
distance_near_int(x, y, z) =

0
sqrt(y*y+z*z)
sqrt(x*x+z*z)
sqrt(x*x+y*y)
sqrt(x*x+y*y+z*z)
sqrt((x-round(x))*(x-round(x))+
(y-round(y))*(y-round(y))+
(z-round(z))*(z-round(z)))

If no function is specified, the default function F(x)=x is used.
The color is calculated based on the color map :
color = colormap(v)
Perlin noise can be added, in this case the color is :
color = colormap(v+noise(x, y, z))
SYNTAX
TEXTURE_COLOR_MAP:
texture_colormap
{
COLOR_MAP [, TEXTURE_COLOR_MAP_MODIFIERS…]
}
TEXTURE_COLOR_MAP_MODIFIER:
TRANSFORMATION
| NOISE
| FUNCTION
FUNCTION:
function PREDIFINED_FUNCTION
| function USER_FUNCTION
PREDIFINED_FUNCTION:
null
| distance_x_axis
| distance_y_axis
| distance_z_axis
| distance_origin
| distance_near_int
USER_FUNCTION:
" EXPRESSION "
EXAMPLE
// a simple color map texture
cylinder
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{
[0, 0, 0], [0, 0, 1], 0.5, close,
texture_colormap
{
colormap
{
items
{
[0, color Red],
[0.5, color Yellow],
[1, color Red]
}
}
}
}
// the same color map with transformations
cylinder
{
[0, 0, 0], [0, 0, 1], 0.5, close,
texture_colormap
{
colormap
{
items
{
[0, color Red],
[0.5, color Yellow],
[1, color Red]
},
interpolation cosine
},
transform
{
scale [2, 1, 1],
rotate [0, 30, 10]
}
}
}
// sphere with a wood texture
sphere
{
[0, 0, 0], 1,
texture_colormap
{
colormap
{
items
{
[0.6, (0.5, 0.28, 0.09)],
[0.7, (0.25, 0.15, 0.08)],
[0.8, (0.2, 0.1, 0.05)]
},
interpolation cosine
},
function distance_z_axis,
noise
{
4, 1, 7, interpolation cosine
}
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}
}
// example with a user defined function
sphere
{
[0, 0, 0], 1,
texture_colormap
{
colormap
{
items
{
[0.5, color White],
[0.5, color Red],
[1, color Red]
}
},
function "sin(x+y)+cos(y+z)"
}
}

16.5 Texture surface color map
It’s the same texture as the texture color map (see this texture for more details), but applied on
the surface. Only x and y coordinates are used (the coordinates of the point on the surface).
SYNTAX
TEXTURE_SURFACE_COLOR_MAP:
texture_surface_colormap
{
COLOR_MAP [, TEXTURE_SURFACE_COLOR_MAP_MODIFIERS…]
}
TEXTURE_SURFACE_COLOR_MAP_MODIFIER:
TRANSFORMATION
| NOISE
| FUNCTION
FUNCTION:
function PREDIFINED_FUNCTION
| function USER_FUNCTION
PREDIFINED_FUNCTION:
null
| distance_x_axis
| distance_y_axis
| distance_origin
| distance_near_int
USER_FUNCTION:
" EXPRESSION "
EXAMPLE
// a simple color map texture
torus
{
[0, 0, 0], Oz, 1, 0.3,
texture_surface_colormap
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{
colormap
{
items
{
[0.4,
[0.4,
[0.6,
[0.6,
}
}

color
color
color
color

Red],
Yellow],
Yellow],
Red]

}
}

16.6 Texture bitmap
It’s a surface texture. The pattern comes from a bitmap file. The bitmap is applied on the
surface of the object. The resolution is specified in number of pixels per distance unit.
The pattern can be applied one time or several times like a mosaic. the color between two
pixels is interpolated based on the type of interpolation.
SYNTAX
TEXTURE_BITMAP:
texture_bitmap
{
FILENAME [, TEXTURE_BITMAP_MODIFIERS…]
}
FILENAME:
"[.]*"

(note : any characters of a correct filename for the current Operating System)

TEXTURE_BITMAP_MODIFIER:
RESOLUTION
| MOSAIC
| INTERPOLATION
| TRANSFORMATION
RESOLUTION:
resolution VALUE

(note : default value 100 pixels per distance unit)

MOSAIC:
mosaic BOOLEAN
INTERPOLATION:
interpolation INTERPOLATION_TYPE
INTERPOLATION_TYPE:
linear
(note : the default value)
| cosine
BOOLEAN:
on
| off
| true
| false
EXAMPLE
box

(note : the same signification as “on” keyword)
(note : the same signification as “off” keyword)
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{
[0, 0, 0], 1, 1, 1,
texture_bitmap
{
"map.bmp",
resolution 256,
mosaic on,
interpolation cosine
}
}

16.7 Declared textures
The declared textures are textures that are only predefined but not assigned to an object. To be
assigned, they must be instantiated. This feature allows the creation of textures libraries.
SYNTAX
TEXTURE_DECLARATION:
declare IDENTIFIER TEXTURE
DECLARED_TEXTURE:
texture IDENTIFIER
EXAMPLE
// declaration of a wood texture
declare Wood texture_colormap
{
colormap
{
items
{
[0.6, (0.5, 0.28, 0.09)],
[0.7, (0.25, 0.15, 0.08)],
[0.8, (0.2, 0.1, 0.05)]
},
interpolation cosine
},
function distance_z_axis,
noise
{
4, 1, 7, interpolation cosine
}
}
// using of this declared texture
sphere
{
[0, 0, 0], 1,
texture Wood
}

16.8 Template textures
Templates textures are similar to declared textures, but their properties can depend on
configurable parameters.
When a template texture is instantiated in an object or is used for a texture declaration, a value
is affected to each parameter.
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Templates are a powerful manner to create configurable textures libraries.
Parameters are scalar local variables usable only in the template itself. Global variables of the
script can’t be used in a template.
It’s possible to create a template of declared textures or of another template.
SYNTAX
TEMPLATE_TEXTURE_DECLARATION:
template TEMPLATE_NAME ( TEMPLATE_PARAMETER
[, TEMPLATE_PARAMETERS…] ) TEXTURE
TEMPLATE_NAME:
IDENTIFIER
TEMPLATE_PARAMETER:
SCALAR_VARIABLE
TEMPLATE_MATERIAL:
texture TEMPLATE_NAME ( TEMPLATE_PARAMETER_VALUE
[, TEMPLATE_PARAMETER_VALUES…] )
TEMPLATE_PARAMETER_VALUE:
VALUE
EXAMPLE
// template of a Wood texture with a configurable noise
template Wood(amplitude, dimension, octaves) texture_colormap
{
colormap
{
items
{
[0.6, (0.5, 0.28, 0.09)],
[0.7, (0.25, 0.15, 0.08)],
[0.8, (0.2, 0.1, 0.05)]
},
interpolation cosine
},
function distance_z_axis,
noise
{
amplitude, dimension, octaves, interpolation cosine
}
}
// using of this template texture
sphere
{
[0, 0, 0], 1,
texture Wood(1, 0.5, 5)
}

17. Bumps
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It’s a feature that adds bumps on the surface of the objects. The surfaces are not really altered:
it’s only an artifact which modifies locally the orientation of the normal, and therefore the lighting
of the surface.
A map is applied on the surface to modify locally the value of its elevation relatively to the real
elevation, and therefore the normal by calculating the gradient of this elevation. To be realistic,
the elevation must be small compared to the size of the surface.
Several bumps can be applied on an object.
For object with caps and side (cylinder, cone, prism, text, surface of revolution), the bumps can
be applied only on caps, side or both.
Geometric transformations can be applied on bumps. They act only in the local space of the
object. It is also possible to add Perlin noise.
Some bumps are volume bumps, i.e. they are calculated based on the three-dimensional
coordinates, whatever the shape of the object. Other bumps are surface bumps, i.e. they are
calculated based on surface coordinates following the shape of the surface.
It’s possible to create declared or template bumps.
SYNTAX
BUMPS:
LITERAL_BUMPS
| DECLARED_BUMPS
| TEMPLATE_BUMPS

(note : see below for more details)
(note : see below for more details)

LITERAL_BUMPS:
BUMPS_COMPOSITE
| [BUMPS_ APPLICATION_TYPE] BUMPS_ITEM
BUMPS_COMPOSITE:
bumps
{
BUMPS_COMPOSITE_ITEM [, BUMPS_COMPOSITE_ITEMS…]
}
BUMPS_COMPOSITE_ITEM:
[BUMPS_ APPLICATION_TYPE] BUMPS_ITEM
BUMPS_APPLICATION_TYPE
side
| caps

(note : for an application only on the side)
(note : for an application only on the caps)

BUMPS_ITEM:
BUMPS_HEIGHT_MAP
| BUMPS_SURFACE_HEIGHT_MAP
| BUMPS_BITMAP

(note : see below for more details)
(note : see below for more details)
(note : see below for more details)

17.1 Bumps height map
The elevation of the surface is set with a height map. The three-dimensional coordinates of the
point (relatively to the object) are used by a function to calculate the entry value of the height
map.
v = F(x, y, z)
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with x, y, z the coordinates of the point, F the function and v the value used by the height map
to calculate the elevation. The mathematical expression of the function can be specified. There
are also those predefined functions :
•
•
•
•
•
•

null
=
distance_x_axis(x, y, z) =
distance_y_axis(x, y, z) =
distance_z_axis(x, y, z) =
distance_origin(x, y, z) =
distance_near_int(x, y, z) =

0
sqrt(y*y+z*z)
sqrt(x*x+z*z)
sqrt(x*x+y*y)
sqrt(x*x+y*y+z*z)
sqrt((x-round(x))*(x-round(x))+
(y-round(y))*(y-round(y))+
(z-round(z))*(z-round(z)))

If no function is specified, the default function F(x)=x is used.
The elevation is calculated based on the height map :
elevation = heightmap(v)
Perlin noise can be added, in this case the elevation is :
elevation = heightmap(v+noise(x, y, z))
SYNTAX
BUMPS_HEIGHT_MAP:
bumps_heightmap
{
HEIGHT_MAP [, BUMPS_HEIGHT_MAP_MODIFIERS…]
}
BUMPS_HEIGHT_MAP_MODIFIER:
TRANSFORMATION
| NOISE
| FUNCTION
FUNCTION:
function PREDIFINED_FUNCTION
| function USER_FUNCTION
PREDIFINED_FUNCTION:
null
| distance_x_axis
| distance_y_axis
| distance_z_axis
| distance_origin
| distance_near_int
USER_FUNCTION:
" EXPRESSION "
EXAMPLE
// sphere with waves
sphere
{
[0, 0, 0], 1,
bumps_heightmap
{
heightmap
{
items
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{
[0,
[0.1,
[0.2,
[0.3,
[0.4,
[0.5,
[0.6,
[0.7,
[0.8,
[0.9,
[1,

0],
0.001],
0],
0.001],
0],
0.001],
0],
0.001],
0],
0.001],
0],

},
interpolation cosine
}
}
}
// box with little hollows
box
{
[0, 0, 0], 1, 1, 1,
bumps_heightmap
{
heightmap
{
items
{
[0.4, 0],
[0.5, -0.0005],
[1,
0],
},
interpolation cosine
},
function null,
noise
{
2, 0.001, 4,
range positive,
interpolation cosine
}
}
}
// example with several bumps
// sphere with waves
sphere
{
[0, 0, 0], 1,
bumps
{
bumps_heightmap
{
heightmap
{
items
{
[0,
0],
[0.5, 0.001],
[1,
0],
},
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interpolation cosine
},
transform
{
scale [0.2, 0.2, 0.2]
}
},
bumps_heightmap
{
heightmap
{
items
{
[0,
0],
[0.5, 0.001],
[1,
0],
},
interpolation cosine
},
transform
{
scale [0.2, 0.2, 0.2],
y_rotate 90
}
}
}
}

17.2 Bumps surface height map
It’s the same bumps mapping as the bumps height map (see this bumps mapping for more
details), but applied on the surface. Only x and y coordinates are used ( the coordinates of the
point on the surface).
SYNTAX
BUMPS_SURFACE_HEIGHT_MAP:
bumps_surface_heightmap
{
HEIGHT_MAP [, BUMPS_SURFACE_HEIGHT_MAP_MODIFIERS…]
}
BUMPS_SURFACE_HEIGHT_MAP_MODIFIER:
TRANSFORMATION
| NOISE
| FUNCTION
FUNCTION:
function PREDIFINED_FUNCTION
| function USER_FUNCTION
PREDIFINED_FUNCTION:
null
| distance_x_axis
| distance_y_axis
| distance_origin
| distance_near_int
USER_FUNCTION:
" EXPRESSION "
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EXAMPLE
// torus with waves
torus
{
[0, 0, 0], Oz, 1, 0.4,
bumps_surface_heightmap
{
heightmap
{
items
{
[0,
0],
[0.1, 0.001],
[0.2, 0],
[0.3, 0.001],
[0.4, 0],
[0.5, 0.001],
[0.6, 0],
[0.7, 0.001],
[0.8, 0],
[0.9, 0.001],
[1,
0],
},
interpolation cosine
}
}
}

17.3 Bumps bitmap
It’s a surface bumps mapping. A bitmap from a BMP or PNG file is applied on the surface and
the elevation of a point is calculated with the value of the color at this location. The resolution is
specified in number of pixels per distance unit.
The colors of the bitmap file are converted into gray scale values, i.e. values between 0 (black)
and 1 (white). These values, multiplied by specified amplitude, are the calculated elevation.
The pattern can be applied one time or several times like a mosaic. The elevation between two
pixels is interpolated based on the type of interpolation.
SYNTAX
BUMPS_BITMAP:
bumps_bitmap
{
FILENAME, AMPLITUDE [, BUMPS_BITMAP_MODIFIERS…]
}
FILENAME:
"[.]*"

(note : any characters of a correct filename for the current Operating System)

AMPLITUDE:
VALUE
BUMPS_BITMAP_MODIFIER:
RESOLUTION
| MOSAIC
| INTERPOLATION
| TRANSFORMATION
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RESOLUTION:
resolution VALUE

(note : default value 100 pixels per distance unit)

MOSAIC:
mosaic BOOLEAN
INTERPOLATION:
interpolation INTERPOLATION_TYPE
INTERPOLATION_TYPE:
linear
(note : the default value)
| cosine
BOOLEAN:
on
| off
| true
| false

(note : the same signification as “on” keyword)
(note : the same signification as “off” keyword)

EXAMPLE
torus
{
[0, 0, 0], Oz, 1, 0.4,
bumps_bitmap
{
"map_bumps.bmp", 0.02,
resolution 150,
interpolation linear
}
}

17.4 Declared bumps
The declared bumps are bumps that are only predefined but not assigned to an object. To be
assigned, they must be instantiated. This feature allows the creation of bumps libraries.
SYNTAX
BUMPS_DECLARATION:
declare IDENTIFIER BUMPS
DECLARED_BUMPS:
bumps IDENTIFIER
EXAMPLE
// declaration
declare MyBumps bumps_surface_heightmap
{
heightmap
{
items
{
[0,
0],
[0.5, 0.001],
[1,
0],
},
interpolation cosine
}
}
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// using of this declared bumps
sphere
{
[0, 0, 0], 1,
bumps MyBumps
}

17.5 Template bumps
Templates bumps are similar to declared bumps, but their properties can depend on
configurable parameters.
When template bumps are instantiated in an object or are used for a bumps declaration, a value
is affected to each parameter.
Templates are a powerful manner to create configurable bumps libraries.
Parameters are scalar local variables usable only in the template itself. Global variables of the
script can’t be used in a template.
It’s possible to create a template of declared bumps or of another template.
SYNTAX
TEMPLATE_BUMPS_DECLARATION:
template TEMPLATE_NAME ( TEMPLATE_PARAMETER
[, TEMPLATE_PARAMETERS…] ) BUMPS
TEMPLATE_NAME:
IDENTIFIER
TEMPLATE_PARAMETER:
SCALAR_VARIABLE
TEMPLATE_MATERIAL:
bumps TEMPLATE_NAME ( TEMPLATE_PARAMETER_VALUE
[, TEMPLATE_PARAMETER_VALUES…] )
TEMPLATE_PARAMETER_VALUE:
VALUE
EXAMPLE
// template of waves with a configurable noise elevation
template Waves(amplitude) bumps_surface_heightmap
{
heightmap
{
items
{
[0,
0],
[0.1, amplitude],
[0.2, 0],
[0.3, amplitude],
[0.4, 0],
[0.5, amplitude],
[0.6, 0],
[0.7, amplitude],
[0.8, 0],
[0.9, amplitude],
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[1,
0],
},
interpolation cosine
}
}
}
// using of the Waves template
torus
{
[0, 0, 0], Oz, 1, 0.4,
bumps Waves(0.01)
}

18. Light sources
Light sources are illuminating the scene. Without them, the scene is entirely black. They are not
visible as objects, only their lighting effect is visible.
They are of many types :
•
•
•
•

punctual light : punctual source lighting in any directions.
spot light : a source lighting in a cone
distant light : a light with parallel beams
ambient light : a pseudo source light with a global effect on all objects whereas their
location.

for all sources but ambient light, it’s possible to give to the source a spatial dimension. This
feature allows blur shadows, because objects can be partially lightened.
SYNTAX
LIGHT_SOURCE:
AMBIENT_LIGHT
| PUNTUAL_LIGHT
| SPOT_LIGHT
| DISTANT_LIGHT

18.1 Ambient light
It’s not a real light source. It casts no shadow. Its purpose is to increase the global illumination
of the scene, to illuminate areas which are not directly lighted.
It is defined by its color and intensity.
SYNTAX
AMBIENT_SOURCE:
ambient_light
{
LIGHT_COLOR, INTENSITY
}
LIGHT_COLOR:
COLOR
INTENSITY:
VALUE
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EXAMPLE
ambient_light
{
(1, 1, 1), 0.1
}

18.2 Punctual light
It’s a light source that emits beams in all directions. It is defined by its position, color and
intensity.
Intensity decreases with distance. At distance d, the resulting intensity is (2*i)/(1+(d/f)k)
where i is the intensity of the source, f a coefficient named fade distance, and k a coefficient
named fade power.
Below, the graph of the intensity according to distance, for several values of the fade distance
coefficient (f) and a fade power equal to 1 :

Below, the graph of the intensity according to distance, for several values of the fade power (k)
and a fade distance equal to 1 :
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The fade distance is the distance where the resulting intensity equals the specified intensity.
The fade power is the attenuation factor of the intensity.
SYNTAX
PUNTUAL_LIGHT:
punctual_light
{
LIGHT_COLOR, INTENSITY, LOCATION [, PUNCTUAL_LIGHT_MODIFIERS…]
}
LIGHT_COLOR:
COLOR
INTENSITY:
VALUE
LOCATION:
VECTOR
PUNCTUAL_LIGHT_MODIFIER:
DIMENSION
| FADE_DISTANCE
| FADE_POWER
DIMENSION:
dimension VALUE

(note : default value 0)

FADE_DISTANCE:
fade_dist VALUE

(note : default value 1)

FADE_POWER:
fade_pow VALUE

(note : default value 0.5)
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EXAMPLE
punctual_light
{
(1, 1, 1), 1, [0, 0, 0]
}
punctual_light
{
color Red, 1, [0, 0, 10],
dimension 0.1,
fade_dist 2,
fade_pow 1
}

18.3 Spot light
Spot light is a source that emits in a cone. This cone is defined by its location, direction, opening
angle, falloff angle, color and intensity.

The intensity is constant for emission angles lesser than the opening angle, and decreases to
zero at falloff angle. The decreases can be linear or cosine, according to interpolation type.
0° <= opening angle <= falloff angle <= 90°
As point light, the intensity decreases with distance. The decrease is defined by fade distance
and fade power coefficients. See the “Point light” chapter for more details.
SYNTAX
SPOT_LIGHT:
spot_light
{
LIGHT_COLOR, INTENSITY, LOCATION, LOOK_AT, OPENING_ANGLE,
FALLOFF_ANGLE [, SPOT_LIGHT_MODIFIERS…]
}
LIGHT_COLOR:
COLOR
INTENSITY:
VALUE
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LOCATION:
VECTOR
LOOK_AT:
VECTOR
OPENING_ANGLE:
VALUE
FALLOFF_ANGLE:
VALUE
SPOT_LIGHT_MODIFIER:
DIMENSION
| FADE_DISTANCE
| FADE_POWER
| INTERPOLATION
DIMENSION:
dimension VALUE

(note : default value 0)

FADE_DISTANCE:
fade_dist VALUE

(note : default value 1)

FADE_POWER:
fade_pow VALUE

(note : default value 0.5)

INTERPOLATION:
interpolation INTERPOLATION_TYPE
INTERPOLATION_TYPE:
linear
| cosine

(note : the default value)

EXAMPLE
spot_light
{
(1, 1, 1), 1, [0, 0, 0], [1, 1, 1], 30, 40
}
spot_light
{
color Red, 1, [0, 0, 10], [0, 0, 0], 10, 15,
dimension 0.1,
fade_dist 2,
fade_pow 1
}

18.4 Distant light
This source light simulates a light sufficiently distant that its rays are parallel. All the objects of
the scene are lightened by this light in the same way, whereas their location.
The distant light is defined by its color, intensity and direction of illumination. The intensity is
constant, it not depends on the distance.
For blur shadows, it’s possible to give the distant light a dimension. In this case, it’s not a real
dimension but an apparent angle in degree.
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SYNTAX
DISTANT_LIGHT:
distant_light
{
LIGHT_COLOR, INTENSITY, LIGHT_DIRECTION
[, DISTANT_LIGHT_MODIFIERS…]
}
LIGHT_COLOR:
COLOR
INTENSITY:
VALUE
LIGHT_DIRECTION:
VECTOR
DISTANT_LIGHT_MODIFIER:
DIMENSION
DIMENSION:
dimension VALUE

(note : default value 0)

EXAMPLE
distant_light
{
(1, 1, 1), 1, [1, 1, -1]
}

19. Backgrounds
This feature adds a background color to the scene. It is the color the rays take if they have no
intersection with the objects of the scene, even so it is a reflected or a transmitted ray. The
background is not a light source.
There are two types of background :
•
•

solid color : a unique color
color map : a color map

SYNTAX
BACKGROUND:
SOLID_COLOR_BACKGROUND
| COLOR_MAP_BACKGROUND

19.1 Solid color backgrounds
The color of the background is defined by a single color.
SYNTAX
SOLID_COLOR_BACKGROUND:
background
{
COLOR
}
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EXAMPLE
background
{
color White
}

19.2 Color map backgrounds
The color is calculated with a color map. The z direction (in the range [-1; +1]) of the ray defines
the color. The value 0 in the color map represents the nadir, the value 0.5 represents the
horizon and the value 1 represents the zenith.
SYNTAX
COLOR_MAP_BACKGROUND:
background
{
COLOR_MAP
}
EXAMPLE
// background with a sky appearance
background
{
colormap
{
items
{
[0.5, (0.55, 0.7, 1)],
[0.75, (0.2, 0.3, 0.7)]
},
interpolation cosine
}
}

20. Medias
Medias are “atmospheric” effects. They are not real objects. They modify the color of the light
when it passes throw them, proportionally of the traveled distance.
They are of two types :
•
•

fog : a fog with a constant density that fills the entire scene.
ground fog : a fog with a variable density depending on the elevation.

SYNTAX
MEDIA:
FOG
| GROUND_FOG

20.1 Fog
It’s a fog with a constant density that fills the entire scene. It is defined by its color and density.
For a ray of color CR which travels the distance L in a fog of color CF and density d, the resulting
color C is :
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C = CR*e(-L*d)+(1-e(-L*d))*CF
The more the ray travels in the fog, the more it takes its color.
SYNTAX
FOG:
fog
{
FOG_COLOR, DENSITY
}
FOG_COLOR:
COLOR
DENSITY:
VALUE
EXAMPLE
fog
{
(0.5, 0.5, 0.5), 1
}

20.2 Ground fog
It’s a fog that has no constant density. The density is constant below a threshold elevation, and
decreases to zero upon it.
The density d is calculated according to these rules :
•
•

z <= z0 : d = d0
z > z0 : d = d0/(1+((z-z0)/k))

with z the elevation, z0 the threshold elevation, d0 the specified density and k the decrease
coefficient.
It is defined by its color, density, elevation threshold and decrease coefficient.
SYNTAX
GROUND_FOG:
ground_fog
{
FOG_COLOR, DENSITY, THRESHOLD_ELEVATION, DECREASE_COEFFICIENT
}
FOG_COLOR:
COLOR
DENSITY:
VALUE
THRESHOLD_ELEVATION:
VALUE
DECREASE_COEFFICIENT:
VALUE
EXAMPLE
ground_fog
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{
(0.5, 0.5, 0.5), 1, 1.5, 0.5
}
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